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A Supply Survival Guide
TIPS FOR KEEPING UP YOUR MILK SUPPLY

Hey, Mama!
Before you dig into our guide, I just wanted to start with a quick “hello” and 
remind you that you’re far from alone on this crazy pumping-and-working 
journey. The amazing support and encouragement I felt from fellow moms 
is one of the biggest reasons the Sarah Wells Bags brand exists. Every 
single detail — from the thermally lined pockets to store your breastmilk 
to padded laptop sleeves — was designed with input from pumping 
moms like you. It’s why your input means so much to us, and it’s why we 
created this guide that’s filled with supply advice from a certified lactation 
consultant, some yummy recipes, plus tips and tricks real moms tried and 
swear by. 

We know that pumping can be a rewarding, exhausting and sometimes 
lonely journey — but it also means you’re part of one of the best, fiercest, 

most supportive girl gangs in the world.

PUMP ON, MAMA!  

In this guide, you’ll find:
   Step-by-Step Troubleshooting Guide for Low Supply

   Myth-Busting: Breastfeeding Edition

   Guide to Power Pumping

   Lactation Recipes

   Supply-Boosting Tricks Real Pumping Moms Swear By
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A Step-By-Step 
Troubleshooting Guide 
for Low Supply
5 QUESTIONS TO ASK BEFORE REACHING FOR 
THE FENUGREEK

We know: You’ll try just about anything to give that 

supply a boost. But before you stock up on a year’s 

worth of steel cut oatmeal and stinky fenugreek 

supplements, it’s important to take a step back (and 

take a deep breath) and troubleshoot what may be 

causing your potential supply issue, whether it feels 

low to begin with or it’s taken a recent dip. Below 

are the exact steps that certified lactation consultant 

Brianne Griffis guides pumping moms through if they 

come to her with concerns about low milk supply. 

An Important Note

According to breastfeeding experts, including lactation 
expert Brianne, a breastmilk output of 1 ounce per hour 
is absolutely “normal.” So if you’re pumping 2-3 ounces 
every 2-3 hours, your supply isn’t considered low, medically 
speaking. I know what you’re thinking: But, Sarah! What 
if my hungry little hippo drinks more than 2-3 ounces per 
feeding!? I’ve got you, girl. Check out tip #5.

HOW MANY TIMES ARE YOU PUMPING IN A  
24-HOUR PERIOD?

If you’re exclusively pumping, the answer should be 
8-10 times, according to Brianne. “You can reduce the 
number of pump sessions once you introduce solids,” she 
says, “but keep in mind that will naturally happen as you 
introduce other calorie sources to your baby. ” 

PRO TIP: Pack 8-10 peanuts or M&Ms into a little baggie 
and keep them in your breast pump bag. Every time you 
pump, sneak a snack. By the end of the day, you should 
have none left. 

HOW LONG ARE YOU GOING BETWEEN PUMPS?

If your job requires you to go longer stretches 
between pumps, that’s OK, says, Brianne. The 
important thing is to make up for it when you can. 
That may mean pumping every hour for 2-3 hours 
once you’re off the clock to make up for that missed 
time. “Sleeping through the night becomes a big trap 
for lower supply,” says Brianne. So you may want to 
consider waking for middle-of-the-night pumps, even 
once your little one is sleeping longer stretches.

ARE YOU USING THE RIGHT BREAST PUMP?
Your body kicks into milk-making mode faster when 
your breasts are empty. And when you’re exclusively 
pumping, you need to be sure your breast pump is 
getting the job done. For most moms, this means 
investing in a quality double electric pump with 
independent suction speed and vacuum controls. 

If you have the right quality pump, but something 
still seems off, evaluate the following:

• Does the pump motor appear to be working 
properly?

• Do you need to buy new parts, or is it time to 
change out your tubing or valves?
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ABBY NAVY STRIPE View Online  >

https://sarahwellsbags.com/collections/all/products/abby-navy-stripe
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ARE YOU USING THE RIGHT SIZE FLANGE?
The right what?? The flange (also referred to as a 
breast shield) is the megaphone-shaped thingy 
(technical term) you put on your breast. It’s what your 
milk flows into as you pump. “Flange size can make 
or break your journey,” says Brianne. This is something 
a lot of moms may not even consider — many of us 
just use the flanges that came with our pump. Every 
breast pump manufacturer has its own sizing guide, 
so be sure to check yours (it’s likely online). 

What’s more, your nipple and breast size fluctuate 
so much throughout your breastfeeding journey 
that you may need to change sizes as you go. That’s 
why Brianne recommends keeping every flange 
that comes with your pump, even if you think you 
may not need it.

Use your pump manufacturer’s sizing chart as 
a guideline, but remember that ultimately, you 
should use the flange that is most comfortable and 
allows you to pump the most milk.

A Step-By-Step 
Troubleshooting Guide 
for Low Supply
...continued

04

05 ARE YOU USING PACED BOTTLE FEEDING?
If your kiddo is a guzzler, you may want to read up 
on paced bottle feeding, which is a method of bottle 
feeding that’s based on 1) feeding baby when they 
show hunger cues, versus on a strict schedule, and 2) 
encouraging baby to eat slowly, to avoid overfeeding 
or drinking too quickly. 

Here are a few tips for paced bottle feeding:

Only feed your baby when they’re showing hunger cues

Switch sides halfway through the bottle

Hold them upright, versus reclined

Offer them the bottle slowly, and encourage them 
to pause every few sips to give baby a break from 

the milk flow during feeding

A lactation consultant can guide you 
 through these troubleshooting steps by phone,  

in person or even via Skype. 

LIZZY BAG  View Online  >

https://sarahwellsbags.com/collections/all/products/lizzy-gray
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3 Myths About 
Increasing Your 
Supply...Busted!
YOU’VE HEARD THE RUMORS. NOW HERE’S THE 

TRUTH, ACCORDING TO SCIENCE AND CERTIFIED 

LACTATION CONSULTANT BRIANNE GRIFFIS.

MYTH 01

Drinking more fluids increases 

supply.

BUSTED: Nope. In fact, your breastmilk is made up of 88.1% 
water. So while staying hydrated is good for you and you’re 
likely be to thirstier in general while nursing, don’t feel like you 
need to chug water all day to increase your supply. 

MYTH 02

Day-to-day stress can take a toll on 

your supply.

BUSTED: Day-to-day stresses are typically not going to 
cause your supply to plummet. Major life events, such as 
being let go from a job, divorce, or grieving a loss, on the 
other hand, may trigger a hormonal imbalance, which can 
certainly affect your supply.

MYTH 03

Certain foods and ingredients, like 

Oreos, steel cut oatmeal, brewer’s 

yeast and avocado will turn you into 

a milk-making machine.

BUSTED: Again, there is no scientific evidence, according to 
Brianne, that any types of food can play a role in increasing 
your supply. “Oatmeal is high in iron, and a low iron level can 
reduce supply, but not for every mom,” cautions Brianne. That 
said, there’s no harm in trying, as long as you run everything 
by your physician first.

Lizzy Floral Bundle!

LIZZY FLORAL BAG
View Online  >

LIZZY PUMPAROO
View Online  >

LIZZY COLD GOLD
View Online  >

https://sarahwellsbags.com/collections/all/products/lizzy-floral
https://sarahwellsbags.com/collections/all/products/pumparoo-floral
https://sarahwellsbags.com/collections/all/products/cold-gold-le-floral
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How to Power Pump
WHAT IS POWER PUMPING? 

The idea behind power pumping is to increase 
prolactin levels and to talk your body into making 
more milk by emptying your breasts repeatedly, 

in a relatively short period of time. 

HOW TO DO IT

There’s no perfect way to power pump, and Brianne 
encourages moms not to micromanage the time too 
closely. “Watch a show, pump while it’s on and take a break 
during commercials,” she says. “There’s no science behind 
the timed approach and sometimes rigid scheduling can 
increase your stress and decrease oxytocin release.”

If you’re just the kind of person who functions better 
with structure, you can follow this loosely:

 Choose one hour, and make sure you won’t be interrupted. 

Maybe you set your alarm one hour early or stay up after 

everyone’s gone to bed. During this time, ask your partner 

to be on baby-monitor duty. If it’s possible within your work 

environment, maybe you can even take your lunch to the 

lactation room and eat while you power pump.

Tasty Recipes
NO-BAKE MAMA ENERGY BALLS

Combine all ingredients together and let set in fridge for about 

30 minutes. Roll into small balls about 1 inch in size. Store in 

airtight container in fridge. 

SOURCE: THEWHOOT.COM.AU

HOMEMADE STARBUCKS PINK DRINK

   Yields 2-3 Drinks

You may remember that last summer the Starbucks Pink 
Drink practically broke the Breastfeeding Mom Internet 
as nursing moms began posting on social media that this 
magical pink drink increased their supply overnight. While 
there might not be evidence to show this drink actually 
helps moms produce more milk, some moms swear by it, 
and it sure sounds delicious… so why not indulge a little? 
Here’s a homemade version (though the real Pink Drink is 
on the menu year-round if you want to try it).

Ingredients
   4 packs acai berry tea

   1 cup hot boiling water

   1/2 cup white grape juice

   1-2 cups unsweetened coconut milk*

Directions

01: Put unwrapped tea packets in a glass measuring cup or bowl. 

Pour hot water over the packets and let sit until cool. Squeeze out 

tea packets and toss.

02: Pour white grape juice into the measuring cup with the tea.

03: Fill a glass with ice and add about 1 cup of the tea/grape 

juice mixture. Top off with the desired amount of coconut milk.

04: Add in sliced strawberries and add in sweetener if desired.

SOURCE: 
NUTMEGNANNY.COM/HOMEMADE-STARBUCKS-PINK-DRINK/

   1 cup (dry) oatmeal

   2/3 cup coconut flake

   1/2 cup peanut butter

   1/2 cup ground flaxseed

   1/2 cup chocolate chips

   1/3 cup honey

   1 tbsp. chia seeds

   1 tsp. Vanilla extract

   Fresh sliced strawberries

   Agave nectar, optional

Pump for 20 Minutes  |  Rest for 10 Minutes

Pump for 10 Minutes  |  Rest for 10 Minutes

Pump for 10 Minutes

Do this POWER PUMP SESSION 
once a day for 2-3 days.
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10 Supply-Boosting 
Tips Real Moms  
Swear By

It’s true that there’s no scientific evidence 
that anything other than basic supply and 
demand will help increase your milk supply, 
unless you have a medical issue, such as 
thyroid issues, low iron or Polycystic ovary 
syndrome (PCOS).* But there’s no denying that 

many moms are confident that certain things did the 

trick. The fact is, according to Brianne, there’s just 

not enough research around breastfeeding to know 

what could increase milk supply and what couldn’t. 

So even if some of these things do work, there haven’t 

been any legitimate scientific trials to back them up. 

But, Brianne says, there’s no harm in trying them as 

long as you run everything by your physician first. 

“A hospital-grade pump was the only thing that worked for me. I 

tried everything else, including a lactation consultant for both my 

kids. When I finally broke down and rented that pump, it was 

enough for me to keep pumping and do it for 14 months for each 

kid, though I did still have to supplement sometimes.”     SANDY M.

“Drinking an IPA a night.”     DANIELLE D.

“Fenugreek capsules were recommended by a lactation consultant 

and they did wonders, though you’ll waft a faint smell of it.” 

  RISA M.

“A friend told me to pump after the first feeding on weekends, and 

that made a huge difference.”     MEGAN R. 

 

“I found a big hamburger would set me up nicely for a high-yield 

pump, along with homemade bread and beer. I was skeptical about the 

hamburger, but whoa! When I make friends a post-baby dinner, I try 

to include homemade bread if they’re breastfeeding.”     MARI K.

“I doubled the protein in my diet and that really seemed to help 

increase my supply.”     STACY B.

“I pump between 1 a.m. and 4 a.m. every day because I read those 

hours were when my milk supply is at its peak.”     MELANIE C.

“The Mother Love More Milk Plus supplement made a difference for 

me.”     BETH J.

“Milkshakes.”     CHRISTIAN F.

Milkshakes seems like the perfect note on 
which to end this section!
And a reminder to yourself mama: Give yourself 

grace. These tips and tricks are fun and maybe they’ll 

work for you…but please realize they may not work 

for everyone and everything you’re doing is enough. 

(Promise.) No matter how much you’re pumping or not 

pumping, the very fact that you’re sitting here reading 

this shows what an amazing mother you are. 

*If you’re concerned that an underlying medical issue, such as thyroid 

issue, PCOS or low iron may be causing a reduced supply, be sure to 

share your concerns with a physician. He, or she, may be able to offer 

help to overcome your issue.

“Eating oats, ditching the 

breast shield, emptying my 

breasts fully, and mostly, as 

much skin-to-skin as possible.”

   BECK K.
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